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A simple favor streaming hbo

WarnerMedia's streaming service HBO Max will be available in May, but it's already generating a lot of buzz with an impressive library of licensed TV shows and movies, as well as a long list of original projects from high-profile creators. There are a lot of streaming options already out there, so we've put together a list of everything that
comes to HBO Max that's been announced so far to help you decide if you want to add the service to your streaming lineup. Newer and classic TV shows WarnerMedia have been busy negotiating streaming deals for some of the most popular shows from recent years to supplement their own slate of in-house offerings on HBO Max.
Some of the shows available on the service include: Friends After leaving Netflix, Friends now goes to HBO Max. Netflix has previously paid $100 million to stream it for one year, so it gives some indication of how popular the 90s sitcom remains for streaming audiences.  WarnerMedia is also trying to put together a Friends reunion for
HBO Max that will take the form of an unscripted panel-style discussion between the Friends cast and crew. The Big Bang Theory & South Park HBO Max will be the only place where you can stream both The Big Bang Theory and South Park, two shows that reportedly cost WarnerMedia more than $1.5 billion collectively to nab
exclusively for the service. Doctor Who Fans of the long-running (technically, the longest running) sci-fi series Doctor Who will be interested to know that HBO Max will be the show's exclusive online home, with all 11 seasons of the modern Doctor Who series available at launch. Future seasons of the show will also stream exclusively on
HBO Max, arriving at the service sometime after they debut on BBC America. BBC HBO originals HBO's wildly popular (and award-winning, in many cases) original series - including Veep, Game of Thrones, Chernobyl and Barry - will also be available to stream via HBO Max, along with future HBO shows in the works. That includes
upcoming projects from J.J. Abrams and Joss Whedon, both of which are developing shows for the network. DC Comics shows One of the big questions surrounding HBO Max when it was first announced involved the future of the DC Universe streaming service, which offers several original shows based on DC Comics characters, as
well as the library of Warner Bros. superhero movies and digital comics. WarnerMedia has confirmed that the critically acclaimed Doom Patrol series will actually stream on both HBO Max and the DC Universe, but has yet to weigh in on the availability of other DC Universe shows. HBO Max will also be the exclusive home for the various,
live-action Arrow-verse series currently airing on the CW, such as The Flash and Supergirl, as well as the upcoming Batwoman series. The service will also offer at least two new original series of DC Comics will be produced by Arrow-verse director Greg Berlanti: A Green Lantern series and the Strange Adventures anthology series.
Other licensed series Among the other licensed series HBO Max has lined up to be available on its service at launch are the following: Adam Ruins Everything Adventure Time The Alienist American Dynasties: The Kennedys Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown Aqua Teen Hunger Force At Home with Amy Sedari's The Bachelor The
Boondocks The Carbonaro Effect The Closer CNN Decade Series (The 2000s, The Nineties, etc.) Conan Travel Specials Dexter's Laboratory Ellen's Game of Games Falling Skies The Flintstones The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air Full Frontal with Samantha Bee Gossip Girl The Honorable Woman Impractical Jokers Jetsons Little Big Shots
Looney Tunes Mad TV Miracle Workers THE OC The Office (British version) The Powerpuff Pretty Little Liars Pride and Primal Rick &amp; Morty Rizzoli &amp; Isles Robot Chicken Samurai Jack Sesame Street Smurfs Steven Universe This Is Life with Lisa Ling Top Gear / BBC United Shades of America with Kamau Bell The West Wing
Whose Line Whose Is It Anyway? Original series Among the new original series confirmed for HBO Max is the revival series Grease: Rydell High; The Cristin Milioti-led comedy series Made for Love; The limited series Station Eleven, starring Mackenzie Davis; Dune: The Sisterhood, a spinoff series inspired by the upcoming adaptation of
author Frank Herbert's sci-fi classic Dune; an animated prequel to Gremlins; and an adaptation of James Fenimore Cooper's historical novel The Last of the Mohicans developed by Cary Fukunaga and Watchmen director Nicole Kassell. A Gossip Girl reboot is also in development for HBO Max, along with the murder mystery series The
Flight Attendant, which will be produced by and star The Big Bang Theory's Kaley Cuoco. Baby Driver star Ansel Elgort will star in the series Tokyo Vice, while Paul Feig and Anna Kendrick will star in the romantic comedy Love Life. J.J. Abrams signed a $250 million production deal with WarnerMedia to produce new content for the
company, which likely means he will develop original content for HBO Max. What about movies? Although the focus seems to be on TV projects, the service will also have a well-stocked library of classic and original films. Studio Ghibli All 21 of Studio Ghibli's animated features will stream exclusively on HBO Max. It includes family-friendly
favorite My Neighbor Totoro, the Oscar-winning Spirited Away, and The Wind Rises, among other films. Licensed films HBO Max will have a long list of newer and classic movies available to subscribers at launch, including many of the films produced by Warner Bros. Pictures - including every DC Comics superhero film made in the past
decade - and both The Lord of the Rings and The Matrix trilogies. Current list movies include the following: 13 Going on 30 2001: A Space Odyssey Austin Powers Bodyguard Casablanca Chariots of Fire Citizen Kane The Color Purple The Conjuring Dangerous Liaisons The Dark Knight The Departed DC Films - All live action movies
from the last decade Gremlins Gremlins 2: The New Batch Hairspray Happy Feet The Hobbit Trilogy The Iron Kill Giant Bill Volumes 1 &amp; 2 The Last Samurai The Lord of the Rings Trilogy Magic Mike March of the Penguins The Matrix Trilogy Million Dollar Baby Miss Congeniality Mona Lisa Smile Ocean's Eleven The Right Stuff Risky
Business Scooby-Doo The Shawshank Redemption The Shining Space Jam Spirited Away and the entire Ghibli Film Collection Watchmen Wonder Woman When Harry Met Sally The Wizard of Oz Original films HBO Max will debut four young adult films produced by Berlanti, the producer behind cw's popular superhero show, as well as
two (or more) original films produced by Reese Witherspoon's production company , Hello Sunshine. Let Them All Talk, a Steven Soderbergh-directed film starring Meryl Streep, Dianne Wiest and Candice Bergen, will also be an HBO Max exclusive. Other things The media conglomerate that is WarnerMedia includes many potential
sources for HBO Max content, including the premium cable networks HBO and Cinemax, as well as the film studios New Line and Warner Bros. Pictures. On top of all that, CNN, TNT, TBS, truTV, CW, Turner Classic Movies, Cartoon Network, Adult Swim, Crunchyroll, Rooster Teeth and Looney Tunes all fall below AT&amp;amp; Ts
WarnerMedia banner now. HBO Max launches nationwide in May 2020. Editors' recommendations Netflix and HBO seem like a good fit. They are both forward-thinking, subscription-based services with a critical bent, and offering HBO's original content on Netflix seems like a natural fit. That's certainly how Netflix sees it, but HBO seems
to disagree.Netflix has previously said it would like to partner with HBO. Said a Netflix spokesman, we would love to make a deal with HBO. Compete with us or work with us, but we'd rather work with them. HBO has apparently chosen to compete, rather than collaborate. Bloomberg reports that HBO plans to offer streaming video
exclusively through its own HBO Go service, which was launched a few months ago. HBO Go is currently available on PC and Mac, free for existing customers, but the company says it plans to launch an app on Apple's iPad as well as other mobile devices. This seems like a short-term view on HBO's part. The network claims there is a
value in exclusivity and that people will pay more for it, but there is also a value in not getting customers to use twelve different streaming video apps. HBO simply may not want to open up HBO streaming to non-HBO subscribers, but it may have little effect besides losing the company's revenue from Netflix. especially oddly, considering
Netflix has a deal with Epix, run by HBO's owner, Viacom, to stream many of the movies that also play on HBO. There is a precedent here - why not at least make older, off-air shows available on the biggest and best streaming site around? Of course, HBO can see the Netflix-Epix partnership as a potential competitor already, despite
diplomatic responses that it has been more of a free service than a competitor. Dan Nosowitz, the author of this post, can be followed on Twitter, corresponded with by email, and pursued in Brooklyn (no link for that one-you have to do legwork yourself). Thanks to popular shows like Game of Thrones and Westworld, HBO is widely
regarded as the home of premium TV, and despite having to subscribe to the channel or to a popular streaming provider, it's easy to access all the HBO content your heart wants. The oldest and longest continuously operating pay-TV service in the United States, Home Box Office (or HBO for short) has been consistently expanding in new
markets worldwide since the early 90s. The channel's programming consists mainly of theatrically released films and original TV shows, as well as the occasional concert special, documentary, made-for-TV movie, boxing match or stand-up comedy show. What makes the channel stand out from the crowd, in addition to the quality content,
is the fact that HBO does not carry traditional commercials. Instead, the network runs promotions for upcoming shows/movies as well as behind-the-scenes featurettes designed to arouse interest in its original programming. As a result, HBO can afford to broadcast more explicit content that would normally not be allowed to be broadcast
on broadcast TELEVISION: think profanity, explicit sex scenes and graphic violence. All the good stuff. The channel's original programming received countless major award nominations, including the Emmys and Golden Globes. Despite the fact that the Larry Sanders Show was HBO's flagship series in the 1990s, The Sopranos is
arguably the show that pushed HBO to the next level, earning both critical acclaim and a large audience. Since then, HBO has been known as the home of quality television. And thanks to popular shows like Game of Thrones, the channel is more relevant than ever, even in the current era of top TV. HBO GO, HBO's streaming service in
Indonesia, was launched back in May 2018. The service is available on web and mobile devices. HBO GO is free with a subscription through participating TV providers. At the time of writing, First Media and IndiHome are the only TV providers offering HBO GO. You must first subscribe to one of their basic packages plus the HBO add-on
to access HBO GO at no additional cost. PackageMonal price Channels includingFirst Media D'LITE + HBOIDR398 000 + tax83 SD + 38 HD channels, HBO full package, HBO GO serviceIndiHome Netizen II + IndiMovie2IDR385,000 + tax82 SD + 7 HD channels, HBO full package, HBO GO streaming serviceHBO GO gives users access
to over 1500 hours of award-winning HBO Original series, movies, documentaries, comedies and HBO Asia Originals. HBO Go's extensive library includes content that has never been seen on HBO linear service in Asia before. You can also always enjoy unlimited access to a wide range of Hollywood movies through 6 live channels (HBO
HD, HBO Hits, HBO Family, HBO Signature, Cinemax and Red By HBO) and video-on-demand library. Game of Thrones in undoubtedly HBO's biggest current hit. The final season of the series is in production and will premiere in 2019, probably sometime in the spring. The epic fantasy drama, based on George R.R. Martin's A Song of
Ice and Fire series of novels, has a huge fan base around the world and manages to remain deal-TV at a time when streaming is king and to watch on demand is the new black. For the night is dark and full of spoilers. Besides Game of Thrones, HBO has produced a lot of reputable content over the years. The most popular titles include
the dramas The Sopranos, The Wire, Six Feet Under, Westworld, Big Little Lies and Deadwood. Meanwhile, on the comedy front, we find titles like Veep, Girls, Silicon Valley, Sex and the City and Curb Your Enthusiasm. The list even includes Last Week Tonight with John Oliver, the series that reshaped late night TV and is scheduled to
run at least until 2020.For 2018, HBO makes up for the fact that viewers won't get its annual dose of Game of Thrones with exciting new and returning originals. Here and Now, which premiered in February, follows a multicultural family as one of the children begins to have strange visions. Barry is a new sitcom centring on a hitman
contemplating an acting career. Fahrenheit 451, based on the classic novel of the same name, is about a young firefighter in a country where books are forbidden and firefighters burn something they see on sight. Then comes Sharp Objects, based on the popular book by Gillian Flynn, this winter. In 2018, it's 2018 that features Amy
Adams, Patricia Clarkson and Chris Messina.As for being favorites to return, and will give HBO fans new seasons of Silicon Valley, Westworld and Insecure. Hit shows True Detective, Veep and Big Little Lies will continue, with new seasons likely to air in 2019. HBO does not support 4K resolution at the moment. However, content is
available in HD. Yes, HBO GO works with Chromecast. Yes, an approved/verified HBO GO subscriber can register up to a maximum of five devices and have two simultaneous streams. All HBO original and selected movie content is available for download, while other movie content from studio partners is not that the studio rights do not
allow. In Asia, HBO GO is available in Indonesia, Singapore, Hong Kong and the Philippines.
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